Instructions:

(1) All questions are compulsory.
(2) Put (✓) mark on true option.

1. Who is the host of the competition?
   (A) Mr. Patel   (B) Mr. Parmar   (C) Mr. Sharma   (D) Mr. Bright

2. Who is the expert?
   (A) Mr. Sharma   (C) Mr. Patel
   (B) Mr. Parmar   (D) Mr. Bright

3. How many helplines are there in the competition?
   (A) four   (C) three
   (B) five   (D) six

4. Who wrote the poem ‘Grammata’?
   (A) Karshandas Manek   (C) Kalapi
   (B) Umashankar Joshi   (D) Premanand

5. Which Sea touches Gujarat?
   (A) The Arabian Sea   (C) The Red Sea
   (B) The Aral Sea   (D) The Yellow Sea
6. Who is the first contestant to the smart seat?
   (A) Nandita  (C) Miss Tick Tick
   (B) Udita  (D) Dipika

7. The amount of water flowing into tank doubles every minute. The tank is full in hour. When was the tank half full?
   (A) 58 minutes  (C) 59 minutes
   (B) 30 minutes  (D) 31 minutes

8. Which game does Nandita like to play?
   (A) cricket  (C) Kabaddi
   (B) kho-kho  (D) hockey

9. Which gas do trees breathe in?
   (A) Oxygen  (C) Nitrogen
   (B) Carbon Dioxide  (D) Methane

10. How many gifts does Nandita get?
    (A) two  (C) three
    (B) six  (D) four

11. How many gems did Akbar have in his court?
    (A) Seven  (C) nine
    (B) eight  (D) ten

12. Which Raag did Tansen make by doing some innovations?
    (A) Malhar Raag  (C) Kedar Raag
    (B) Miyamalhar Raag  (D) Dipak Raag

13. Which Raag did Tansen play with his tanpura in the court?
    (A) Dipak  (C) Malkaunsh
    (B) Malhar  (D) Darbari
14. Who was Tansen’s guru?
   (A) Sant Shiromani  (C) Sant Prabhudas
   (B) Sant Haridas    (D) Sant Ramdas

15. Who lived a very simple life?
   (A) Sant Haridas    (C) Tansen
   (B) King Akbar      (D) Baijubawara

16. Where did Sant Haridas live?
   (A) Dwarka          (C) Haridwar
   (B) Gokul           (D) Vrundavan

17. Who was Sant Haridas’s disciple?
   (A) Akbar           (C) Guru Charan
   (B) Baijubawara     (D) Vaijubawara

18. Who offered to sing before Sant Haridas?
   (A) Tansen          (C) Baijubawara
   (B) Akbar           (D) Vaijubawara

19. Who made mistakes in singing Raag?
   (A) Akbar           (C) Tansen
   (B) Sant Haridas    (D) Birbal

20. Who became angry?
   (A) Akbar           (C) Tansen
   (B) Sant Haridas    (D) Birbal

21. Which Raag did Sant Haridas sing?
   (A) Raag Darbari    (C) Raag Malhar
   (B) Raag Dipak      (D) Raag Miyamalhar
22. Who sang the Raag darbari in right way?
   (A) Sant Haridas         (C) Akbar
   (B) Tansen              (D) Baijubawara

23. What did king realize?
   (A) king was wronge      (C) king was right
   (B) Tansen was right     (D) Tansen was wronge

24. Who is the greatest musician?
   (A) Akbar               (C) Tansen
   (B) Baijubawara         (D) Sant Haridas

25. Who was Ustadji?
   (A) Tansen              (C) Birbal
   (B) Sant Haridas        (D) Akbar

26. Who was Shahenshah?
   (A) Birbal              (C) Tansen
   (B) Haridas             (D) Akbar

27. Which river is situated near Vrundavan?
   (A) Ganga               (C) Sabarmati
   (B) Yamuna              (D) Brahmputra

28. Sant Haridas lived in a ________
    (A) bunglow            (C) court
    (B) hut                (D) hall

29. Tansen was __________
    (A) carpenter          (C) king
    (B) painter            (D) musician
30. Who greeted Akbar and Tansen?
   (A) Birbal
   (B) Baijubawara
   (C) Sant Haridas
   (D) Vaijubawara